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1. In "The Relationship between Objective Financial 

Knowledge, Financial Management, and Financial 

Self-efficacy Among African American Students” by 

White, Park, Watkins, McCoy, and Morris," the 

authors suggest ______ may be most useful to help 

African American students' increase their financial 

literacy levels.

a. a traditional introductory course on personal 

finance

b. a series of university sponsored personal finance 

workshops

c. better crafted student loan seminars

d. experiential learning opportunities 

2. In White, Park, Watkins, McCoy, and Morris, which 

of the following is/are associated with African 

American college students’ financial self-efficacy?

a. objective financial knowledge only

b. financial management only 

c. both objective financial knowledge and financial 

management

d. none of the above

3. In White, Park, Watkins, McCoy, and Morris note 

that higher self-efficacy affects the following:

a. saving behavior

b. increases in net worth

c. healthy financial management

d. all of the above

4. In “Enumerating the Value of Financial Advice in a 

Competitive Market – A dual Structure Approach and 

Analysis” by Fraser, Payne & Schatzle.all but which 

of the following do the authors suggest is a potential 

advantage of a Consolidated Dual-Fee Structure 

(CDFS)?

a. A CDFS can improve the transparency in pricing 

for separate services

b. A CDFS can quickly and completely solve the 

fiduciary debate

c. A CDFS recognizes the scope of financial 

planning complexity

d. A CDFS can reduce the incentive for planners to 

increase AUM

5. In Fraser, Payne & Schatzle. the Consolidated Dual-

Fee Structure (CDFS) proposed and illustrated in the 

study identifies various “levers” a planner or 

planning firm might consider and adjust to suit their 

specific practice.  Which of the following do the 

authors suggest should be considered when 

operationalizing a CDFS?

a. The break points and respective fees for each of 

the parallel, regressive fee structures

b. The percentage reduction in the planning fee 

after the initial year

c. The size and scope (ratio) of Net Worth (NW) to 

Investable Assets (AUM)

a. All of the above are important considerations 

when implementing a CDF
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